We study the formation of dark matter halos in the concordance ΛCDM model over a wide range of redshifts, from z = 20 to the present. Our primary focus is the halo mass function, a key probe of cosmology. By performing a large suite of nested-box N-body simulations with careful convergence and error controls (60 simulations with box sizes from 4 h −1 Mpc to 256 h −1 Mpc), we determine the mass function and its evolution with excellent statistical and systematic errors, reaching a few percent over most of the considered redshift and mass range. Across the studied redshifts, the halo mass is probed over 6 orders of magnitude (10 7 -10 13.5 h −1 M ⊙ ). Historically, there has been considerable variation in the high redshift mass function as obtained by different groups. We have made a concerted effort to identify and correct possible systematic errors in computing the mass function at high redshift and to explain the discrepancies between some of the previous results. We discuss convergence criteria for the required force resolution, simulation box size, halo mass range, initial and final redshift, and time stepping. Because of conservative cuts on the mass range probed by individual boxes, our results are relatively insensitive to simulation volume, the remaining sensitivity being consistent with extended Press-Schechter theory. Previously obtained mass function fits near z = 0, when scaled by linear theory, are in good agreement with our results at all redshifts, although a mild redshift dependence consistent with that found by Reed et al. (2007) exists at low redshifts.
INTRODUCTION
A broad suite of astrophysical and cosmological observations provides compelling evidence for the existence of dark matter. Although its ultimate nature is unknown, the large-scale dynamics of dark matter is essentially that of a self-gravitating collisionless fluid. In an expanding universe, the gravitational instability leads to the formation and growth of structure in the dark matter distribution. The existence of localized, highly overdense dark matter clumps, or halos, is a key prediction of cosmological nonlinear gravitational collapse. The distribution of dark matter halo masses is termed the halo mass function and constitutes one of the most important probes of cosmology. At low redshifts, z ≤ 2, the mass function at the highmass end (cluster scales) is very sensitive to variations in cosmological parameters, such as the matter content of the Universe Ω m , the dark energy content along with its equation-ofstate parameter, w (Holder et al. 2001) , and the normalization of the primordial fluctuation power spectrum, σ 8 . At higher redshifts, the halo mass function is important in probing quasar abundance and formation sites (Haiman & Loeb 2001) , as well as the reionization history of the Universe .
Many recently suggested reionization scenarios are based on the assumption that the mass function is given reliably by modified Press-Schechter type fits (Press & Schechter 1974; Bond et al. 1991) . However, the theoretical basis of this approach is at best heuristic and careful numerical studies are required in order to obtain accurate results. Two examples serve to illustrate this statement. Reed et al. (2003) report a discrepancy with the Sheth-Tormen fit (Sheth & Tormen 1999) of ∼50% at a redshift of z = 15 (we explain the different fitting formulae and their origin in Section 2). Heitmann et al. (2006a) show that the Press-Schechter form can be severely incorrect at high redshifts: at z ≥ 10, the predicted mass function sinks below the numerical results by an order of magnitude at the upper end of the relevant mass scale. Consequently, wrong, or at best imprecise, predictions for the reionization history can result from the failure of fitting formulae.
Since halo formation is a complicated nonlinear gravitational process, the current theoretical understanding of the mass, spatial distribution, and inner profiles of halos remains at a relatively crude level. Numerical simulations are therefore crucial as drivers of theoretical progress, having been instrumental in obtaining important results such as the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile (Navarro et al. 1997) for dark matter halos and an (approximate) universal form for the mass function (Jenkins et al. 2001) . In order to better understand the evolution of the mass function at high redshifts, a number of numerical studies have been carrried out. High redshift simulations, however, suffer from their own set of systematics issues and simulation results can be at considerable variance with each other, differing on occasion by as much as an order of magnitude! Motivated by all of these reasons we have carried out a numerical investigation of the evolution of the mass function with the aim of attaining good control over both statistical and, more importantly, possible systematic errors in N-body simulations. Our first results have been reported in condensed form in Heitmann et al. (2006a) . Here we provide a more detailed and complete exposition of our work, including several new results.
We first pay attention to simulation criteria for obtaining accurate mass functions with the aim of reducing systematic effects. Our two most significant points are that simulations must be started early enough to obtain accurate results (∼ 20 expan-1 sion factors before the redshift of interest) and that the box sizes must be large enough to suppress finite-volume artifacts. As in most recent work following that of Jenkins et al. (2001) , we define halo masses using a friend-of-friends (FOF) halo finder with linking length b = 0.2. This choice introduces systematics issues of its own (e.g., connection to spherical overdensity mass as a function of redshift) which we touch upon as relevant below. As it is not quantitatively significant in the context of this paper, we leave a detailed discussion to later work (Z. Lukić et al., in preparation, see also Reed et al. 2007 ).
The more detailed results in this paper enable us to study the mass function at the level of statistical and systematic accuracies reaching a few percent over most of our redshift range, a substantial improvement over most previous work. At this level, we find discrepancies with the "universal" fit of Jenkins et al. (2001) at low redshifts (z < 5), but it must be kept in mind that the universality of the original fit was only meant to be at the ±20% level. Recently, Reed et al. (2007) have found violation of universality at high redshifts (up to z = 30). To fit the mass function they have incorporated an additional free parameter, the effective spectral index n eff , with the aim of understanding and taking into account the extra redshift dependence missing from conventional mass function fitting formulae. Our simulation results are consistent with the trends found by Reed et al. (2007) at low redshifts (z ≤ 5), but at higher redshifts we do not observe a statistically significant violation of the universal form of the mass function.
Results from some previous simulations have reported good agreement with the Press-Schechter mass function at high redshifts. Since the Press-Schechter fit has been found significantly discrepant with the low-redshift results (z < 5), this would imply a strong disagreement with extending the wellvalidated at the low redshifts notion of (approximate) mass function universality to high z. Our conclusion is that the simulations on which these findings were based violated one or more of the criteria to be discussed below.
As simulations are perforce restricted to finite volumes, the obtained mass function clearly cannot represent that of an infinite box. Not only is sampling a key issue, but also the fact that simulations with periodic boundary conditions have no fluctuations on scales larger than the box size. To minimize and test for these effects we were conservative in our choices of box size and the mass range probed in each individual box. We also used nested-volume simulations to directly test for finitevolume effects. Because we used multiple boxes and averaged mass function results over the box ensemble, extended Press-Schechter theory can be used to correct for residual finite volume effects (Mo & White 1996 , Barkana & Loeb 2004 ; this approach is different from the individual box corrections applied by Reed et al. (2007) . Details are given in Section 5.6.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief overview of the mass function and popular fitting formulae, discussing as well previous numerical work on the halo mass function at high redshifts. In Section 3 we give a short description of the N-body code MC 2 (Mesh-based Cosmology Code) and a summary of the performed simulations. In Section 4 we derive and discuss some simple criteria for the starting redshift and consider systematic errors related to the numerical evolution such as mass and force resolution and time stepping. These considerations in turn specify the input parameters for the simulations in order to span the desired mass and redshift range for our investigation. In Section 5 we present results for the mass function at different redshifts as well as the halo growth function. Here we also discuss the importance of post-processing corrections such as FOF particle sampling compensation and finite-volume effects. We discuss our results and conclude in Section 6.
DEFINITIONS AND PREVIOUS WORK
The mass function describes the number density of halos of a given mass. In order to determine the mass function in simulations one has to first identify the halos and define their mass. No precise theoretical basis exists for these operations. Nevertheless, depending on the situation at hand, the observational and numerical communities have adopted a few "standard" ways of defining halos and their associated masses. For a recent review of these issues with regard to observations, see e.g., Voit (2005) , while for a more theoretically oriented review, see e.g., White (2001) .
Halo Mass
There are basically two ways to find halos in a simulation. One, the overdensity method, is based on identifying overdense regions above a certain threshold. The threshold can be set with respect to the critical density ρ c = 3H 2 /8πG or the background density ρ b = Ω m ρ c , where Ω m is the matter density of the Universe including dark matter and baryons. The mass M ∆ of a halo identified this way is defined as the mass enclosed in a sphere of radius r ∆ whose mean density is ∆ · ρ c . Common values for ∆ range from 100 to 500 (or even higher). As explained in Voit (2005) , cluster observers prefer higher values for ∆. Properties of clusters are easier to observe in higher density regions and these regions are more relaxed than the outer parts which are subject to the effects of inflow and incomplete mixing. The disadvantage of defining a halo in this manner is that sphericity of halos is implied, an assumption which may be easily violated, e.g., in the case of halos that formed in a recent merger event or for halos at high redshifts.
The other method, the friends-of-friends (FOF) algorithm, is based on finding neighbors of particles and neighbors of neighbors as defined by a given separation distance (see e.g., Einasto et al. 1984; Davis et al. 1985) . The FOF algorithm leads to halos with arbitrary shapes since no prior symmetry assumptions have been made. The halo mass is defined simply as the sum of particles which are members of the halo. While this definition is easy to apply to simulations, the connection to observations is difficult to establish directly. (For an investigation of connections between different definitions of halos masses and approximate conversions between them, see White 2001) .
It is important to keep in mind that the definition of a halo is esentially the adoption of some sort of convention for the halo boundary. In reality, a sharp distinction between the particles in a halo and particles in the simulation "field" does not exist. Jenkins et al. (2001) showed that the choice of a b = 0.2 FOF finder to define halo masses provides the best fit for a universal form of the mass function. This choice has since been adopted by many numerical practitioners as a standard convention. A useful discussion of the various halo definitions can be found in White (2002) .
In this paper we use the FOF algorithm to identify halos and their masses. It was recently pointed out by Warren et al. (2006) that FOF masses suffer from a systematic problem when halos are sampled by relatively small numbers of particles. Although halos can be robustly identified with as few as 20 particles, if a given halo has too few particles, its FOF mass turns out to be systematically too high. We describe how we compensate for this effect in Section 5.2. In the current paper, all results for the mass function are displayed at a fixed FOF linking length of b = 0.2, using the Warren et al. (2006) correction.
Defining the Mass Function
The exact definition of the mass function, e.g., integrated versus differential form, count versus number density, etc., varies widely in the literature. To characterize different fits, Jenkins et al. (2001) introduced the scaled differential mass function f (σ, z) as a fraction of total mass per ln σ −1 that belongs to halos:
.
(1)
Here, n(M, z) is the number density of halos with mass M, ρ b (z) is the background density at redshift z, and σ(M, z) is the variance of the linear density field. As pointed out by Jenkins et al. (2001) , this definition of the mass function has the advantage that to a good accuracy it does not explicitly depend on redshift, power spectrum, or cosmology; all of these are encapsulated in σ(M, z). For the most part, we will display the mass function
as a function of log M itself. [In Section 5 we will include results for f (σ, z).] To compute σ(M, z), the power spectrum P(k) is smoothed with a spherical top-hat filter function of radius R, which on average encloses a mass M
where W (k, M) is the top-hat filter:
The redshift dependence enters only through the growth factor d(z), normalized so that d(0) = 1:
(6) In the approximation of negligible difference in the CDM and baryon peculiar velocities, the growth function in a ΛCDM universe is given by (Peebles 1980) :
where we consider d as a function of the cosmological scale factor a = 1/(1 + z), and
with H(a)/H 0 = Ω m /a 3 + (1 − Ω m ) 1/2 . In particular, for z ≫ 1, when CDM dominates the cosmological constant, D + (a) ≃ a. Even in linear theory, equation (8) is only an approximation because baryons began their gravitational collapse with velocities different from those of CDM particles. Until CMB decoupling at z ∼ 1100, well into the matter era with nonnegligible growth of CDM inhomogeneities, the baryons were held against collapse by the pressure of the CMB photons, e.g., see Hu & Sugiyama (1996) . While thereafter the relative baryon-CDM velocity decayed as 1/a, the residual velocity difference is sufficient to affect the growth function d(z) at z = 50 by more than 1% and at z = 10 by about 0.2% Naoz & Barkana 2006 ).
Fitting Functions
Over the last three decades several different fitting forms for the mass function have been suggested. The mass function is not only a sensitive measure of cosmological parameters by itself but is also a key ingredient in analytic and semianalytic modeling of the dark matter distribution, as well as several aspects of the formation, evolution, and distribution of galaxies. Therefore, if a reliable and accurate fit for the mass function applicable to a wide range of cosmologies and redshifts were to exist, it would be of obvious utility. In this section we will briefly review the common fitting functions and compare them at different redshifts. The first analytic model for the mass function was developed by Press & Schechter (1974, hereafter PS) . Their theory accounts for a spherical overdense region, in an otherwise smooth background density field, which then evolves as a Friedmann universe with a positive curvature. Initially, the overdensity expands, but at a slower rate than the background universe (thus enhancing the density contrast), until it reaches the 'turnaround' density, after which collapse begins. Although from a purely gravitational standpoint this collapse ends with a singularity, it is assumed that in reality -due to the spherical symmetry not being exact -the overdense region will virialize. For an Einstein-de Sitter universe, the density of such an overdense region at the virialization redshift is z ≈ 180ρ c (z). At this point, the density contrast from the linear theory of perturbation growth [δ( x, z) 
in an Einstein-de Sitter cosmology. For Ω m < 1, the value of the threshold parameter δ c can vary (see Lacey & Cole 1993) , but the dependence on cosmology has little quantitative significance (see e.g., Jenkins et al. 2001 ). Thus throughout this paper we adopt δ c = 1.686.
Following the above reasoning and with the assumption that the initial density perturbations are described by a homogeneous and isotropic Gaussian random field, the PS mass function is specified by
The PS approach assumes that all mass is inside halos, as enforced by the constraint
While as a first rough approximation the PS mass function agrees with simulations at z = 0 reasonably well, it overpredicts the number of low mass halos and underpredicts the number of massive halos at the current epoch. Furthermore, it is significantly in error at high redshifts (see e.g., Springel et al. 2005, Heitmann et al. 2006a, and Section 5.4 ).
Using empirical arguments Sheth & Tormen (1999, hereafter ST) proposed an improved mass function fit of the following form:
with a = 0.707 and p = 0.3. (Sheth & Tormen 2002 suggest a = 0.75 as an improved value.) Sheth et al. (2001) rederived this fit theoretically by extending the PS approach to an elliptical collapse model. In this model, the collapse of a region depends not only on its initial overdensity, but also on the surrounding shear field. The dependence is chosen such that it recovers the Zel'dovich approximation (Zel'dovich 1970) in the 5, 10, 15, 20 . Note that the ranges of the axes are different in the different panels. We do not show the Jenkins fit below masses of 10 11 M ⊙ /h at z = 0 since it is not valid for such low masses at that redshift. linear regime. A halo is considered virialized when the third axis collapses (see also Lee & Shandarin 1998 for an earlier, different approach to the same idea). Jenkins et al. (2001, hereafter Jenkins) combined high resolution simulations for four different CDM cosmologies (τ CDM, SCDM, ΛCDM, and OCDM) spanning a mass range of over three orders of magnitude [∼ (10 12 − 10 15 ) h −1 M ⊙ ], and including several redshifts between z = 5 and z = 0. Independent of the underlying cosmology, the following fit provided a good representation of their numerical results (within ±20%): f Jenkins (σ) = 0.315 exp −| ln σ −1 + 0.61| 3.8 .
(12) The above formula is very close to the Sheth-Tormen fit, leading to some improvement at the high mass end. The disadvantage is that it cannot be simply extrapolated beyond the range of the fit since it was tuned to a specific set of simulations.
By performing 16 nested volume dark matter simulations, Warren et al. (2006, hereafter Warren) were able to obtain significant halo statistics spanning a mass range of five orders of magnitude [∼ (10 10 − 10 15 ) h −1 M ⊙ ]. Because this represents by far the largest uniform set of simulations -based on multiple boxes with the same cosmology run with the same code -we will use it as a reference standard throughout this paper. Using a functional form similar to ST, Warren et al. determined their best mass function fit to be:
For a quantitative comparison of the different fits at different redshifts we show the ratio of the PS, Jenkins, and ST fits with respect to the Warren fit in Figure 1 . We do not show the Jenkins fit below 10 11 h −1 M ⊙ at z = 0 since it diverges in this regime. The original ST fit, the Jenkins fit, and the Warren fit all give similar predictions. The discrepancy between PS and the other fits becomes more severe for higher masses at high redshifts.
PS dramatically underpredicts halos in the high mass range at high redshifts (assuming that the other fits lead to reasonable results in this regime). For low mass halos the disagreement becomes less severe. For z = 0 the Warren fit agrees, especially in the low mass range below 10 13 h −1 M ⊙ , to better than 5% with the ST fit. At the high mass end the difference increases up to 20%. The Jenkins fit leads to similar results over the considered mass range. At higher redshifts and intermediate mass ranges around 10 9 h −1 M ⊙ , the Warren and ST fit disagree by roughly a factor of two. Several other groups have suggested modifications of the ST fit. In Section 5 we compare our results with two of them. Reed et al. (2003) suggest an empirical adjustment to the ST fit by multiplying it with an exponential function leading to f Reed03 (σ, z) = f (σ, z, ST ) exp −0.7/ σ(cosh(2σ)) 5 , (14) valid over the range −1.7 ≤ ln σ −1 ≤ 0.9. This adjustment leads to a suppression of the ST fit at large σ −1 . In Reed et al. (2007) the adjustment to the ST fit is slightly modified again, leading to the following new fit:
with c = 1.08, ca = 0.764, and A = 0.3222. The adjustment has very similar effects to that of Reed et al. (2003) as we show in Section 5. Reed et al. (2007) note that the (small) suppression of the mass function relative to ST as a function of redshift seen in simulations (see also Heitmann et al. 2006a ) can be treated by adding an extra parameter, the power spectral slope at the scale of the halo radius, n eff [formally defined by equation (42) below]. We will return to this issue when we discuss our numerical results in Section 5. Although fitting functions may be a useful way to approximately encapsulate results from simulations, meaningful comparisons to observations require overcoming many hurdles, e.g., an operational understanding of the definition of halo mass (see e.g., White 2001), how it relates to various observations, and error-control in N-body codes (see e.g., O'Shea et al. 2005; Heitmann et al. 2005) . In this paper, our focus is first on identifying possible systematic problems in the N-body simulations themselves and how they can be avoided and controlled.
Halo Growth Function
A useful way to study the statistical evolution of halo masses in simulations is to transform the mass function into the halo growth function n(M 1 , M 2 , z) ≡ M2 M1 F d logM (Heitmann et al. 2006a ) which measures the mass-binned number density of halos as a function of redshift. The halo growth function, plotted versus redshift in Figure 2 , shows at a glance how many halos in a particular mass bin and box volume are expected to exist at a certain redshift. This helps set the required mass and force resolution in a simulation which aims to capture halos at high redshifts. For a given simulation volume, the halo growth function directly predicts the formation time of the first halos in a given mass range. In order to derive this quantity approximately, we first convert an accurate mass function fit (we use the Warren fit here) into a function of redshift z. It has been shown recently by us (Heitmann et al. 2006a ) that mass function fits work reliably enough out to at least z = 20 and can therefore be used to estimate the halo growth function. Figure 2 shows the evolution of eight different mass bins, covering the mass range investigated in this paper, as a function of redshift z. As expected from the paradigm of hierarchical structure formation in a ΛCDM cosmology, small halos form much earlier than larger ones. An interesting feature in the lower mass bins is that they have a maximum at different redshifts. The number of the smallest halos grows until a redshift of z = 2 and then declines when halos start merging and form much more massive halos. This feature is reflected in a crossing of the mass functions at different redshifts for small halos.
Mass Function at High Redshift: Previous Work
Most of the effort to characterize, fit, and evaluate the mass function from simulations has been focused on or near the current cosmological epoch, z ∼ 0. This is mainly for two reasons: (i) so far most observational constraints have been derived from low redshift objects (z < 1); (ii) the accurate numerical evaluation of the mass function at high redshifts is a nontrivial task.
The increasing reach of telescopes on the ground and in space, such as the upcoming James Webb Space Telescope, allows us to study the Universe at higher and higher redshifts. Recent discoveries include 970 galaxies at redshifts between z = 1.5 and z = 5 from the VIMOS VLT Deep Survey (Le Fevre et al. 2005) , and a recent observation of a galaxy at z = 6.5 (Mobasher et al. 2005) . The epoch of reionization (EOR) is of central importance to the formation of cosmic structure. Although our current observational knowledge of the EOR is rather limited, future 21cm experiments have the potential for revolutionizing the field. Proposed low-frequency radio telescopes include LO-FAR (Low Frequency Array) 1 , the Mileura Wide Field Array 1 http://www.lofar.org (MWA) (Bowman et al. 2006 ) 2 , and the next-generation SKA (Square Kilometer Array) 3 . The observational progress is an important driver for high redshift mass function studies.
Theoretical studies of the mass function at high redshifts are challenging due to the small masses of the halos at early times. In order to capture these small-mass halos, high mass and force resolution are both required. For large simulation volumes typical in cosmological studies, this necessitates a very large number of particles as well as very high force resolution. Such simulations are very costly and only a very limited number can be performed, disallowing exploration of a wide range of possible simulation parameters. Alternatively, many smaller-volume simulation boxes, each with moderate particle loading, can be employed. This leads automatically to high force and mass resolution in grid codes (such as particle-mesh, PM) and also reduces the costs for achieving sufficient resolution for particle codes (such as treecodes) or hybrid codes (such as TreePM). The disadvantages of this strategy are the limited statistics in individual realizations (because fewer halos form in a smaller box) and the unreliability of simulations below an intermediate redshift at which the largest mode in the box is still (accurately) linear. In addition, results from small boxes may be biased, since they only focus on a small region and volume. Therefore, one must show that the simulations are free from finite-volume artifacts, e.g. missing tidal forces, and run a sufficient number of statistically independent simulations to reduce the sample variance. Both strategies, employing large or multiple smallvolume simulations, have been followed in the past in order to obtain results at high redshifts. The different mass ranges investigated by different groups are shown in Figure 3 . The fits are shown for redshift z = 10 and z = 20. In the following, we discuss previous findings as organized by simulation volume.
Small Volume Simulations
Small-box simulations of side ∼ h −1 Mpc have been performed by several groups. Using a treecode with softening length 0.4 h −1 kpc, and a 1 h −1 Mpc box with 128 3 particles, Jang-Condell & Hernquist (2001) evolved their simulation from z in = 100 to z = 10. With a halo finder that combined overdensity criteria with an FOF algorithm, the mass function was determined over the range 10 5.5 − 10 8.1 h −1 M ⊙ , keeping halos with as few as 8 particles. At z = 10 they found "remarkably close agreement" with the PS fit but did not quantify the agreement explicitly.
In a series of papers, Yoshida et al. ran simulations with similar box sizes as above, most including the effects of gas dynamics. The simulations were performed with the TreePM/SPH code GADGET-II and followed the evolution of 2× 324 3 particles (324 3 in the case of dark matter only), covering a halo mass range of 10 5 -10 7.5 M ⊙ . All simulations were started at z in = 100 from "glass" initial conditions (Baugh, Gaztañaga, & Efstathiou 1995 in contrast to the gridbased initial conditions used here. The focus of Yoshida et al. (2003a) was the origin of primordial star-forming clouds. As part of that investigation, a dark matter only simulation in a 1.6 h −1 Mpc box was carried out. The halo density results for z = 20 to z = 32 lay systematically below the PS prediction, the discrepancy being worse at high redshifts. The authors argued that this low abundance of halos was (possibly) due to finite box size effects. In Yoshida et al. (2003b) , the mass function at z = 20 for a warm dark matter model was compared with CDM, the simulation set up being very similar to Yoshida et al. (2003a) -a 1Mpc-box started at z = 100. The results obtained were also similar, at z = 20 the CDM mass function being in good agreement with the PS fit. In a third paper, Yoshida et al. (2003c) , a running spectral index was considered. Here, results for a standard CDM mass function for a 1 Mpc box were given, this time at z = 17 and z = 22. Consistent with their previous results, they found good agreement with PS at these redshifts. (The FOF linking length used in the last paper was b = 0.2 while in the first two papers b = 0.164 was chosen. This did not appear to make much of a difference, however.) These papers do not quantitatively compare the numerical mass function to the PS fit. (In contrast to these findings, a recent 1 Mpc box GADGET-II simulation with z in ∼ 120 has been performed by Maio et al. (2006) who find good agreement with the Warren fit as extrapolated by linear theory -in clear disagreement with PS.)
A similar strategy was followed in Cen et al. (2004) who investigated dark matter halos in a mass range of 10 6.5 h −1 M ⊙ to 10 9 h −1 M ⊙ , using a TreePM code (Xu 1995; Bode 2000) . The box size was taken to be 4 h −1 Mpc, the softening length set at 0.14 h −1 kpc, 512 3 particles were used, and the simulations had a starting redshift of z in = 53. Halos were identified using the overdensity scheme DENMAX (Bertschinger & Gelb 1991) . Among other quantities, they studied the mass function between z = 11 and z = 6 and found that the PS function "provides a good fit", but without explicit quantification.
Overall, these small-box simulations, run with different codes and different halo finders, all found a "depressed" mass function (cf. Figure 1) , consistent with PS, and deviating very significantly from the predictions of the more modern fitting forms. In contrast, other simulations also using small boxes, have come to quite different conclusions. For example, in Reed et al. (2007) , a large suite of different box sizes and simulations was used to cover the mass range between 10 5 h −1 M ⊙ and 10 11.5 h −1 M ⊙ at high redshift. The smallest boxes considered in this study are 1 h −1 Mpc to a side. The authors studied the halo mass function at redshifts out to z = 30, implementing a correction scheme to account for finite box effects, as discussed in more detail below. Overall, Reed et al. (2007) confirm previous results as found by Reed et al. (2003) and Heitmann et al. (2006a) : PS underestimates the mass function considerably (by at least a factor of five at high redshift and high masses) and ST overpredicts the halo abundance at high redshift.
Large Volume Simulations
The large-box strategy is exemplified by a recent dark matter simulation with the GADGET-II code . The evolution of 2160 3 particles in a 500 h −1 Mpc box was followed from z in = 127 until z = 0. The softening length was 5 h −1 kpc. The high mass and force resolution was sufficient to study the mass function reliably down to a redshift of z = 10, covering a mass range of 10 10 h −1 M ⊙ to 10 16 h −1 M ⊙ , halos being identified with a standard FOF algorithm with b = 0.2. The results are consistent with the Jenkins fit, even though the mass function points at redshifts z = 1.5, z = 3.06, z = 5.72 are slightly higher than the Jenkins fit and slightly below for z = 10. No residuals were shown nor quantitative statements made.
In two recent papers, Iliev et al. (2005) and Zahn et al. (2006) investigated cosmic reionization, providing mass function results at high redshift as part of this work. Iliev et al. (2005) ran a PM simulation with PMFAST (Merz, Pen, & Trac 2005) in a 100 h −1 Mpc box with 1624 3 particles on a 3248 3 mesh. They present results for the mass function at redshifts between 2) mass function out to z = 20. Between z = 6 and z = 14 they found good agreement with ST in a mass range of 10 9 M ⊙ to 10 12 M ⊙ . At z = 20 they found that the simulation results are below ST but above PS in relatively good agreement with the recent findings of Heitmann et al. (2006a) and Reed et al. (2007) . Reed et al. (2003) chose a compromise between the large and small-box strategies by picking a 50 h −1 Mpc box sampled with 432 3 particles. The tree code PKDGRAV was used to evolve the simulation from different starting redshifts between z in = 139 and z in = 69 until z = 0. The smallest halo contained 75 particles, leading to a mass range of roughly 10 10 h −1 M ⊙ to 10 14.5 h −1 M ⊙ . Good agreement (better than 10%) was found with the ST fit up to z ≃ 10. For higher redshifts, the ST fit overpredicted the number of halos, up to 50% at z = 15. At this high redshift, statistics were lacking and the resolution was not sufficient to resolve very small halos. A more recent 50 h −1 Mpc simulation with PMFAST with z in = 60 has been carried out by Trac & Cen (2006) using a spherical overdensity definition of halo mass. In this work, the mass function, in the redshift range 6 < z < 15, is found to be in very good agreement with PS, in gross contradiction with the results of most other simulations mentioned above.
Medium Volume Simulations

Previous Work: Summary
There is considerable variation in the high redshift (z > 10) mass function as found by different groups, independent of box size and simulation algorithm. Broadly speaking the results fall into two classes: either consistent with linear theory scaling of a universal form (Jenkins/Reed/ST/Warren) at low redshift (Reed et al. 2003; Heitmann et al. 2006a; Maio et al. 2006; Reed et al. 2007; Zahn et al. 2006) or more consistent with the PS fit (Jang-Condell & Hernquist 2001; Yoshida et al. 2003a; 2003b; 2003c; Cen et al. 2004; Iliev et al. 2005; Trac & Cen 2006) .
Our aim here is to determine the evolution of the mass function accurately -at the few percent level, and at the same time characterize many of the numerical and physical factors that control the error in the mass function (details below). We follow up on our previous work (Heitmann et al. 2006a ) and analyze a large suite of N-body simulations with varying box sizes between 4 h −1 Mpc and 256 h −1 Mpc, including several realizations of the small boxes, to study the mass function at redshifts up to z = 20 and to cover a large mass range between 10 7 h −1 M ⊙ and 10 13.5 h −1 M ⊙ . With respect to our previous work, the number of small box realizations has been increased to improve the statistics at high redshifts. Our results categorically rule out the PS fit as being more accurate than any of the more modern forms at any redshift up to z = 20, the discrepancy increasing with redshift.
THE CODE AND THE SIMULATIONS
All simulations in this paper are carried out with the parallel PM code MC 2 . This code solves the Vlasov-Poisson equations for an expanding universe. It uses standard mass deposition and force interpolation methods allowing periodic or open boundary conditions with second-order (global) symplectic time-stepping and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-based Poisson solves. Particles are deposited on the grid using the Cloud-In-Cell (CIC) method. The overall computational scheme has proven to be accurate and efficient: relatively large time-steps are possible with exceptional energy conservation being achieved. MC 2 has been extensively tested against state-of-the-art cosmological simulation codes (Heitmann et al. 2005) .
We use the following cosmology for all simulations: Ω tot = 1.0, Ω CDM = 0.253, Ω baryon = 0.048, (Spergel et al. 2006) ]. The transfer functions are generated with CMBFAST (Seljak & Zaldarriaga 1996) . We summarize the different runs, including their force and mass resolution, in Table 1 . As mentioned earlier, we identify halos with a standard FOF halo finder with linking length of b = 0.2. Despite several shortcomings of the FOF halo finder, e.g., the tendency to link up two halos which are close to each other (see, e.g., Gelb & Bertschinger 1994 , Summers et al. 1995 or statistical biases (Warren et al. 2006) , the FOF algorithm itself is well-defined and very fast. As discussed in Section 2.1, we adopt the correction for sampling bias given by Warren et al. (2006) when presenting our results. As expected, |∇φ| increases with decreasing box size (which is equivalent to increasing force resolution). Therefore, z in and zcross are higher for the smaller boxes.
INITIAL CONDITIONS AND TIME EVOLUTION
In a near-ideal simulation with very high mass and force resolution, the first halos would form very early. By z = 50, a redshift commonly used to start cosmological simulations, a large number of small halos would already be present (see, e.g., Reed et al. 2005 for a discussion of the first generation of star forming halos). In a more realistic situation, however, the initial conditions at z = 50 have of course no halos, the particles having moved only the relatively small amount assigned by the initial Zel'dovich step. Only after the particles have traveled a sufficient distance and come close together can they interact locally to form the first halos. In the following we estimate the redshift when the Zel'dovich grid distortion equals the interparticle spacing, leading to the most conservative estimate for the redshift of possible first halo formation. From this estimate, we derive a necessary criterion for the starting redshift for a given box size and particle number.
Initial Redshift
In order to capture halos at high redshifts, we have found that it is very important to start the simulation sufficiently early. We consider three criteria for setting the starting redshift: (i) ensuring linearity of all the modes in the box used to sample the initial matter power spectrum, (ii) restricting the initial particle move to prevent interparticle crossing and keep the particle grid distortion relatively small, (iii) allowing a sufficient number of expansion factors between the starting redshift z in and the first redshift of physical significance for the simulation. The first criterion is commonly used to identify the starting redshift in simulations. However, as shown below, it fails to provide sufficiently stringent controls on the accuracy of mass functions at all redshifts. The second control turns out to be much more restrictive. The third criterion is needed to make sure that artifacts from the Zel'dovich approximation are negligible and that the memory of the artificial particle distribution imposed at z in (grid or glass) is lost by the time any halo physics is to be extracted from the simulation results.
Although not studied here, it is important to note that high redshift starts do require the correct treatment of baryons as noted in Section 2.2. Additionally, too high redshift starts can lead to force errors due to a variety of reasons, e.g., interpolation systematics, round-off, and correlated errors in treecodes.
Initial Perturbation Amplitude
The initial redshift in simulations is often determined from the requirement that all mode amplitudes in the box below the particle Nyquist wavenumber k Ny = 2π/∆ p be sufficiently linear. The smaller the box size chosen (keeping the number of particles fixed), the larger the largest k-value. Therefore, in order to ensure that the smallest initial mode in the box is well in the linear regime, the starting redshift must increase as the box size decreases. In the following we give an estimate based on this criterion for the initial redshift for different simulation boxes. We (conservatively) require the dimensionless power spectrum ∆ 2 = k 3 P(k)/2π 2 to be smaller than 0.01 at the initial redshift. The initial power spectrum is given by
where B is the normalization of the primordial power spectrum [see e.g., Bunn & White (1997) for a fitting function for B including COBE results] and T (k) is the transfer function. We assume the spectral index to be n = 1, which is sufficient to obtain an estimate for the initial redshift. For a ΛCDM universe the normalization is roughly B ∼ 3.4 ·10 6 (h −1 Mpc) 4 . Therefore, z in is simply determined by:
We present some estimates for different box sizes in Table 2 . For the smaller boxes (< 8 h −1 Mpc), the estimates for the initial redshifts are at around z in = 50. It is clear that this criterion simply sets a minimal requirement for z in . It certainly does not tell us, that if, e.g., z in = 50, then we may trust the mass function already at, say, z = 30. An example of this is provided by the results of Reed et al. (2003) who find that their high-redshift results between z = 7 − 15 have not converged if they start their simulations at z in = 69. (A value of z in = 139 proved to be sufficient in their case.)
We now consider another criterion -ostensibly similar in spirit -that particles should not move more than a certain fraction of the interparticle spacing in the initialization step. This second criterion, while also necessary but not sufficient, demands much higher redshift starts. figure) as a function of box size. Initial conditions (5 different realizations) are shown for boxes between 1 h −1 Mpc and 512 h −1 Mpc with 128 3 and 256 3 particles. For each initial condition, z first cross and z rms cross are shown by the crosses. The solid lines show the average from the five realizations. Expectedly, scatter from the different realizations is larger for smaller boxes. These plots provide estimates of the required initial redshift for a simulation since |∇φ|/∆p is z-independent in the Zel'dovich approximation (see text).
First Crossing Time
In cosmological simulations, initial conditions are generated using the Zel'dovich approximation (Zel'dovich 1970) . Initially each particle is placed on a uniform grid or in a glass configuration and is then given a displacement determined by the following relation:
where q is the Lagrangian coordinate of each particle. The gradient of the potential φ is independent of the redshift z. The Zel'dovich approximation holds in the mildly nonlinear regime, as long as particle trajectories do not cross each other (no caustics have formed). Studying the magnitude of |∇φ| allows us to estimate two important redshift values. First, the initial redshift z in at which the particles should not have moved on average more than a fraction of the interparticle spacing ∆ p = L box /n p , where L box is the physical box size, and n p the number of particles in the simulation. Second, the redshift when particles first move more than the interparticle spacing, z cross , i.e., have traveled on average a distance greater than ∆ p . For a given realization of the power spectrum, the magnitude of |∇φ| depends on two parameters: the physical box size and the interparticle spacing. Together these parameters determine the range of scales under consideration. The smaller the box, the smaller the scales; therefore |∇φ| increases and both z in and z cross increase. Increasing the resolution has the same effect. In Figure 4 we show the probability distribution function for |∇φ| for three different box sizes, 8, 32, and 126 h −1 Mpc, representing values studied by other groups as well as in this paper. To make the comparison between the different box sizes more straightforward, we have scaled |∇φ| with respect to the interparticle spacing ∆ p . All curves are drawn from simulations with 256 3 particles on a 256 3 grid, in accordance with the set up of our initial conditions. The behavior of the probability function follows our expectations: the smaller the box, or the higher the force resolution, the larger the initial displacements of the particles on average. From the mean and maximum values of such a distribution we can determine appropriate values of z in and z cross . For our estimates we assume d(z) ≃ 1/(1 + z), which is valid for high redshifts. The maximum and rms initial displacements of the particles can then be easily calculated:
The very first "grid-crossing" of a particle occurs when δ max in = 1; on average the particles have moved more than one particle spacing when δ rms in = 1. This leads to the following estimates: z first cross ≃ max(∇φ/∆ p ) − 1, (24) z rms cross ≃ rms(∇φ/∆ p ) − 1.
We show these two redshifts in Figure 5 for ten different box sizes ranging from 1 h −1 Mpc to 512 h −1 Mpc and for 256 3 and 128 3 particles. The upper panel shows the average redshift of the first crossing as a function of box size (which corresponds to the maximum in Figure 4 ). The lower panel shows the redshift where the first "grid-crossing" occurs (corresponding to the right tail in Figure 4 ). To estimate the scatter in the results, we have generated five different realizations for each box. As expected, the small boxes show much more scatter. The average redshift of the first crossing in the 1 h −1 Mpc box varies between z = 63 and z = 83, while there is almost no scatter in the 512 h −1 Mpc box. Since |∇φ|/∆ p is independent of redshift in the Zel'dovich approximation, a simple scaling determines the appropriate initial redshift from these plots. For example, if a particle should not have moved more than 0.3∆ p on average at the initial redshift, the average redshift of first crossing has to by multiplied by a factor 1/0.3 = 3.3. For an 8 h −1 Mpc box this leads to a minimum starting redshift of z = 230, while for a 126 h −1 Mpc box this suggests a starting redshift of z in = 50. The 128 3 particle curve can be scaled to the 256 3 particle curve by multiplying by a factor of two. Curves for different particle loadings can be obtained similarly. 
Transients and Mixing
All numerical simulations use the Zel'dovich approximation to set particle initial conditions at the starting redshift. This method matches the exact density and velocity fields to linear order in Lagrangian perturbation theory. Therefore, there is in principle an error arising from the resulting discrepancy with the density and velocity fields given by the exact growing mode initialized in the far past.
This error is linear in the number of expansion factors between z in and the redshift of interest z phys . It has been explored in the context of simulation error by Valageas (2002) and by Crocce, Pueblas, & Scoccimarro (2006) . Depending on the quantity being calculated, the number of expansion factors between z in and z phys required to limit the error to some given value may or may not be easy to estimate. For example, unlike quantities such as the skewness of the density field, there is no analytical result for how this error impacts the determination of the mass function. Neither does there exist any independent means of validating the result aside from convergence studies. Nevertheless, it is clear that to be conservative, one should aim for at least a factor of ∼ 20 in expansion factor in order to anticipate errors at the several percent level, a rule of thumb that has been followed by many N-body practitioners (and often violated by others!). This rule of thumb gives redshift starts that are roughly in agreement with the estimates in the previous subsection.
Another possible problem, independent of the accuracy of the Zel'dovich approximation, is the initial particle distribution itself. Whether based on a grid or a glass, the small-distance (k > k Ny ) mass distribution is clearly not sampled at all by the initial condition. Therefore, unlike the situation that would arise if a fully dynamically correct initial condition were given, some time must elapse before the corrrect small-separation statistics can be established in the simulation. Thus, all other things being equal, for the correct mass function to exist in the box, one must run the simulation forward by an amount sufficiently greater than the time taken to establish the correct smallscale power on first-halo scales while erasing memory on these scales of the initial conditions. If this is not done, structure for-mation will be suppressed, leading to a lowering of the halo mass function.
Because there is no fully satisfactory way to estimate z in in order to compute the mass function at high accuracy, we subjected every simulation box to convergence tests in the mass function while varying z in . The results shown in this paper are all converged to the sub-percent level in the mass function. We give an example of one such convergence test below.
Initial Redshift Convergence Study
As mentioned above, we have tested and validated our estimates for the initial redshift for all the boxes used in the simulation suite via convergence studies. Here, we show results for an 8 h −1 Mpc box with initial redshifts, z in = 50, z in = 150, and z in = 250 in Figure 6 where the mass functions at z = 10 are displayed. For the lowest initial redshift, z in = 50, the initial particle move is on average 0.86∆ p , while some particles travel as much as 2.3∆ p . This clearly violates the requirement that the initial particle grid distortion be kept sufficiently below one grid cell. The starting redshift z in = 150 leads to an average displacement of 0.29∆ p , and a maximum displacement of 0.77∆ p , and therefore just barely fulfills the requirements. For z in = 250 we find an average displacement of 0.17 ∆ p , and a maximum displacement of 0.46∆ p .
The lower panel in each of the three plots of Figure 6 shows the ratio of the mass functions with respect to the Warren fit. In the second and third panel the ratio for the largest halo is outside the displayed range. The mass function from the simulation started at z in = 50 (shown in the left panel) is significantly lower, ∼ 15%, than from the other two simulations. The mass functions from the two higher redshift starts are in good agreement, showing that the choice z in = 250 is conservative. The general conclusion illustrated by Figure 6 is that if a simulation is started too late, halos can be lost over the entire mass range.
To summarize, requiring a limit on initial displacements sets the starting redshift much higher than simply demanding that all modes in the box stay linear. Indeed, the commonly used latter criterion (with δ rms ∼ 0.1) is not adequate for computing the halo mass function at high redshifts. One must verify that the chosen z in sets an early enough start as shown here. We The resolution varies between 256 3 (left), 512 3 (middle), and 1024 3 grid points (right). The vertical line denotes the predicted theoretical resolution limit: halos on the right of the line should not be lost. The resolution limit is 2500 particles per halo for the 256 3 grid, 300 particles per halo for the 512 3 grid, and 40 particles for the 1024 3 grid. comment on previous results from other groups with respect to this finding later in Section 6.
Force and Mass Resolution
We now take up an investigation of the mass and force resolution requirements. The first useful piece of information is the size of the simulation box: from Figure 2 we can easily translate the number density into when the first halo is expected to appear in a box of volume V . For example, a horizontal line at n = 10 −6 would tell us at what redshift we would expect on average to find one halo of a certain mass in a (100 h −1 Mpc) 3 box. The first halo of mass 10 11 − 10 12 h −1 M ⊙ will appear at z ≃ 15.5, and the first cluster-like object of mass 10 14 − 10 15 h −1 M ⊙ at z ≃ 2. Of course these statements only hold if mass and force resolution are sufficient to resolve these halos. The mass of a particle in a simulation, and hence the halo mass, is determined by three parameters: the matter content of the Universe Ω m , including baryons and dark matter, the physical box size L box , and the number of simulation particles n 3 p :
The required force resolution to resolve the chosen smallest halos can be estimated very simply. Suppose we aim to resolve a virialized halo with comoving radius r ∆ at a given redshift z, where ∆ is the overdensity parameter with respect to the critical density ρ c . The comoving radius r ∆ is given by
where Ω(z) = Ω m (1 + z) 3 /[Ω m (1 + z) 3 + Ω Λ ] and the halo mass M ∆c = m particle n h , where n h is the number of particles in the halo. We measure the force resolution in terms of
In the case of a grid code, n g is literally the number of grid points per linear dimension; for any other code, n g stands for the number of "effective softening lengths" per linear dimension.
To resolve halos of mass M ∆c , a minimal requirement is that the code resolution be smaller than the radius of the halo we wish to resolve:
Note that this minimal resolution requirement is aimed only at capturing halos of a certain mass, not at resolving their interior profile. Next, inserting the expression for the particle mass (26) and the comoving radius (27) into the requirement (29) and employing the relation between the interparticle spacing ∆ p and the box size ∆ p = L box /n p , the resolution requirement reads
We now illustrate the use of this simple relation with an example. Let ∆ = 200 and consider a ΛCDM cosmology with Ω m = 0.3. Then for particle mesh codes for which δ f /∆ p = n p /n g , we have the following conclusions. If the number of mesh points is the same as the number of particles (n p = n g ), halos with less than 2500 particles cannot be accurately resolved. If the number of mesh-points is increased to eight times the particle number (n p = 1/2n g ), commonly used for cosmological simulations with PM codes, the smallest halo reliably resolved has roughly 300 particles, and if the resolution is increased to a ratio of one particle per 64 grid cells, which we use in the main PM simulations in this paper, halos with roughly 40 particles can be resolved. It has been shown in Heitmann et al. (2005) that this ratio (1:64) does not cause collisional effects and that it leads to consistent results in comparison to high-resolution codes. Note that increasing the resolution beyond this point will not help since it is unreliable to sample halos with too few particles. Note also that a similar conclusion holds for any simulation algorithm and not just for PM codes. In Figure 7 we show results from a resolution convergence test at z = 0. We run 256 3 particles in a 126 h −1 Mpc box with three different resolutions: 0.5, 0.25, and 0.125 h −1 Mpc. The vertical line in each figure shows the mass below which the resolution is insufficient to capture all halos following the condi-tion (30). In all three cases, the agreement with the theoretical prediction is excellent.
Time Stepping
Next, we consider the question of time-step size and estimate the minimal number of time steps required to resolve the halos of interest. We begin with a rough estimate of the characteristic particle velocities in halos. For massive halos, the halo mass M 200 and its velocity dispersion are connected by the approximate relation (Evrard 2004) : A more accurate expression can be found in Evrard et al. (2007) , but the above is more than sufficient for our purposes. At high redshift, Ω Λ can be neglected, and we can express the velocity dispersion as a function of redshift:
In a time δt, the characteristic scale length δl is given by δl ≃
The scale factor a is a convenient time variable for codes working in comoving units, such as ours. Expressed in terms of the scale factor, equation (33) reads:
We are interested in the situation where δl is actually the force resolution, δ f . 
If, for illustration, we start a simulation at z = 50 and evolve it down to z = 0 this translates to roughly 40 timesteps. We stress that this estimate is aimed only at avoiding disruption of the halos themselves, and is certainly not sufficient to resolve the inner structure of the halo. In Figure 8 we show two tests of the timestep criterion. The upper panel shows the result from a 32 h −1 Mpc box at redshift z = 5. The simulation starts at z in = 150 and is evolved with 50, 125, and 250 timesteps down to z = 5. Following the argument above for this box size, one would expect all three choices to be acceptable and the excellent agreement across these runs testifies that this is indeed the case. We also carried out a run with only 5 timesteps, which yields a clearly lower (∼ 20%) mass function than the others, but not as much as one would probably expect from such an imprecise simulation.
The lower panel shows the results from a 126 h −1 Mpc box at z = 0. This simulation was started at zin = 50 and run to z = 0 with 5, 8, 100, and 300 timesteps. Again, as we would predict, the agreement is very good for the last two simulations, and the convergence is very fast, confirming our estimate that only O(10) timesteps is enough to get the correct halo mass function. Overall, the halo mass function appears to be a very robust measure, not very sensitive to the number of timesteps. Nevertheless, we used conservatively large numbers of timesteps, e.g., 500 for the simulations stopping at z = 0 and 300 for those stopping at z = 10.
In the previous subsections we have discussed and tested different error control criteria for obtaining the correct simulated mass function at all redshifts. These criteria are: (1) a sufficiently early starting redshift to guarantee the accuracy of the Zel'dovich approximation at that redshift and provide enough time for the halos to form; (2) sufficient force and mass resolution to resolve the halos of interest at any given redshift; and (3) sufficient numbers of time steps. Violating any of these criteria always leads to a suppression of the mass function. Most significantly, our tests show that a late start (i.e., starting redshift too low) leads to a suppression over the entire mass range under consideration, and is a likely explanation of the low mass function results in the literature. As intuitively expected, insufficient force resolution leads to a suppression of the mass function at the low mass end while errors associated with time-stepping are clearly subdominant and should not be an issue in the vast majority of simulations.
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
In this Section we present the results from our simulation suite. We describe how the data are presented and apply postprocessing corrections such as compensations for FOF halo mass bias, induced by finite sampling, and for a finite volume of the simulation boxes.
Binning of Simulation Data
Before venturing into the simulation results, we first describe how they were obtained and reported from individual simulations. We used narrow mass bins while conservatively keeping the statistical shot noise of the binned points no worse than some given value. Bin widths ∆ log M were chosen such that the bins contain an equal number of halos N h . The worstcase situation occurs at z = 20 for the 8 h −1 Mpc box which has N h = 80, the 4 h −1 Mpc box at the same redshift has N h = 400. At z = 15, we have N h = 150, 1600, 3000 for box sizes 16, 8, and 4 h −1 Mpc, respectively. At z = 10, the smallest value N h = 450 is for the 32 h −1 Mpc box while at z = 5 and z = 0 we essentially always have N h > 10000.
With a mass function decreasing monotonically with M, this binning strategy results in bin widths increasing monotonically with M. The increasing bin-size may cause a systematic deviation -growing towards larger masses -from an underlying "true" continuous mass function. The data points for the binned mass function give the average number of halos per volume in a bin,F
plotted versus an average halo mass, averaged by the number of halos in the bin,
Assuming that the true mass function dn/d logM has some analytic form F(M), a systematic deviation due to the binning prescription
can be evaluated by computingF andM as
where dn ≡ F(M) d log M and the integrations are over a mass range [M, M + ∆M]. For the leading-order term of the Taylor expansion of ǫ bin (∆M), we find:
where the primes denote ∂/∂M. A characteristic magnitude of this ǫ bin for a general F(M) is (∆M/M) 2 /24. However, in our case, where the relevant scales k ≫ k eq ∼ 0.01hMpc −1 , ǫ bin has a much stronger suppression as explained below. We know that the mass function is close to the universal form,
[cf. equation (1)]. Note that for k ≫ k eq , σ −1 (M) is a slowly varying function, i.e.,
is much smaller than unity, and the derivative d logσ −1 /d logM also changes slowly with M. Then, despite the steepness of F(σ) at small σ, the factor f (σ) d ln σ −1 /d logM in equation (41) depends weakly on M. Therefore, the mass function F(M) is close to being inversely proportional to M. In the limit of exact inverse proportionality, F ∝ M −1 , equation (40) tells us that ǫ bin → 0. This effective cancellation of the two terms on the right hand side of equation (40) makes the binning error negligible to the accuracy of our F(M) reconstruction whenever a bin width ∆ log M does not exceed 0.5. To confirm the absence of any systematic offsets due to the binning, we binned the data into 5 times narrower and wider log M intervals with no apparent change in the inferred F(M) dependence. We remark that the situation could be quite different with another binning choice. For example, if the binned massesM were chosen at the centers of the corresponding log M intervals, logM = [log M + log(M + ∆M)]/2, the systematic binning deviation
would have no special cancellation for the studied type of mass function. A corresponding binning error would be about two orders of magnitude larger than that of equations (36) and (37). The statistical error bars used are Poisson errors, following the improved definition of Heinrich (2003) :
At large values of N h , this error bar asymptotes to the familiar form √ N h . At smaller values of N h -though of minor concern here -it has several advantages over the standard Poisson error definition, some being: (1) it is nonzero for N h = 0, (2) the lower edge of the error bar does not go all the way to zero when N h = 1, (3) the asymmetry of the error bars reflects the asymmetry of the Poisson distribution.
Finally, as noted earlier and discussed in the next Section, all the results shown in the following include a correction for the sampling bias of FOF halos according to equation (45). This mass correction brings down the low mass end of the mass function.
FOF Mass Correction
The mass of a halo as determined by the FOF algorithm displays a systematic bias with the number of particles used to sample the halo. Too few particles lead to an increase in the estimated halo mass. By systematically subsampling a large halo population from N-body simulations (at z = 0), Warren et al. (2006) determined an empirical correction for this undersampling bias. For a halo with n h particles, their correction factor for the FOF mass is given by:
FIG. 9.-FOF mass correction for halos in 4 (dark blue), 8 (black), 16 (light blue), and 32 (yellow) h −1 Mpc boxes. To show the effect clearly, the data is plotted in terms of a ratio to the Warren fit, crosses show the uncorrected mass function, boxes the mass function after correction, following equation (45). Note the smooth behavior of the corrected mass function as distinct from the mass function jumps across box sizes for the uncorrected data.
We have carried out an independent exercise to check the systematic bias of the FOF halo mass as a function of particle number based on Monte Carlo sampling of an NFW halo mass profile with varying concentration and particle number, as well as by direct checks against simulations (e.g., Figure 9 ); our results are broadly consistent with equation (45). Details will be presented elsewhere (Z. Lukić et al., in preparation) . In this associated work, we also address how overdensity masses connect to FOF masses, how this relation depends on the different linking length used for the FOF finder, and on the properties of the halo itself, such as the concentration.
The effect of the FOF sampling correction can be quickly gauged by considering a few examples: for a halo with 50 particles, the mass reduction is almost 10%, for a halo with 500 particles, it is ∼ 2.4%, and for a well-sampled halo with 5000 particles, it is only 0.6%. As a cautionary remark, this correction formula does not represent a general recipe but can depend on variables such as the halo concentration. Since the conditions under which different simulations are carried out can differ widely, corrections of this type should be checked for applicability on a case by case basis. Note also that the correction for the mass function itself depends on how halos move across mass bins once the FOF correction is taken into account.
The choice of the mass function range in a given simulation box always involves a compromise: too wide a dynamic range leads to poor statistics at the high mass end and possible volume-dependent systematic errors, too narrow a range leads to possible undersampling biases. Our choice here reflects the desire to keep good statistical control over each mass bin at the expense of wide mass coverage, compensating for this by using multiple box sizes. Therefore, in our case, it is important to demonstrate control over the FOF mass bias. An example of this is shown in Figure 9 , where results from 4 box sizes demonstrate the succcessful application of the Warren et al. (2006) correction to simulation results at z = 10.
Simulation Mass and Growth Function
The complete set of simulations, summarized in Table 1 , allows us to study the mass function spanning the redshift range from z = 20 to z = 0. The mass range covers dwarf to massive galaxy halos at z = 0 (cluster scales are best covered by much bigger boxes as by Warren et al. 2006 and Reed et al. 2007) and at higher redshifts goes down to 10 7 h −1 M ⊙ at z = 20, the mass scale above which gas in halos can cool via atomic line cooling (Tegmark et al. 1997) .
Time Evolution of the Mass Function
Halo mass functions from the multiple-box simulations are shown in Figure 10 , results being reported at five different redshifts with no volume corrections applied. The combination of box sizes is necessary because larger boxes do not have the mass resolution to resolve very small halos at early redshifts, while smaller boxes cannot be run to low redshifts. The bottom panel of each figure shows the ratio between the numerically obtained mass function, and various fits with respect to the Warren fit as scaled by linear theory (for volume-corrected results, see Figure 12 ). Displaying the ratio has the advantage over showing relative residuals that large discrepancies (more than 100%) appear more clearly. For all redshifts, the agreement with the Warren fit is at the 20% level. The ST fit matches the simulations for small masses very well, but overpredicts the number of halos at large masses. This overprediction becomes worse at higher redshifts. For example, at z = 15 ST overpredicts halos of 10 9 h −1 M ⊙ by a factor of two. Reed et al. (2003) found a similar result: the ST fit at z = 15 for halos with mass larger than 10 10 h −1 M ⊙ disagrees with their simulation by 50%. Agreement with the Reed et al. (2003) and Reed et al. (2007) fits is also good, within the 10% level. The PS fit in general is not satisfactory over a larger mass range at any redshift. It crosses the other fits at different redshifts at different masses. Away from this crossing region, however, the disagreement can be as large as an order of magnitude, e.g. for z = 20 over the entire mass range we consider here.
Halo Growth Function
As discussed in Section 2.4 the halo growth function (the number density of halos in mass bins as a function of redshift) offers an alternative avenue to study the time evolution of the mass function. Figure 11 shows the halo growth function for an 8 h −1 Mpc box for three different starting redshifts, z in = 50, 150, and 250 (these are the same simulations as in Figure 6 ). Results are displayed at three redshifts, z = 20, 15, and 10 and for three mass bins: 10 8 − 10 9 h −1 M ⊙ , 10 9 − 10 10 h −1 M ⊙ , and 10 10 − 10 11 h −1 M ⊙ .
Assuming that the Warren fit scales at least approximately to high redshifts, the first halos in the lowest mass bin are predicted to form at z form ∼ 25 (cf. Figure 6) . We have found that if z form is not sufficiently far removed from z in , formation of the first halos is significantly delayed/suppressed. In turn, this leads to suppressions of the halo growth function and the mass function at high redshifts. As shown in Figure 11 , the suppression can be quite severe at high redshifts: the simulation result at z = 20 from the late start at z in = 50 is an order of magnitude lower than that from z in = 250. At lower redshifts, the discrepancy decreases, and results from late-start simulations begin to catch up with the results from earlier starts. Coincidentally, the suppression due to the late start at z in = 50 is rather close to the PS prediction which is very significantly below the Warren fit in the mass and redshift range of interest (cf. Figure 11 ). We will take up this point further below.
Finite Volume Corrections
The finite size of simulation boxes can compromise results for the mass function in multiple ways. It is important to keep in mind that finite-volume boxes cannot be run to lower than some redshift, z final , the stopping point being determined by FIG. 10 .-Mass function at five different redshifts (z = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 from top to bottom) compared to different fitting formulae. The simulation results have been corrected for FOF bias following Warren et al. (2006) but without finite-volume corrections. The bottom panel shows the ratio with respect to the Warren fit. Our simulations agree with the Warren-fit at the 10% level for redshifts smaller than 10, although there is a systematic offset of 5% at z = 0 where our numerical results are higher than the fit. At higher redshifts, the agreement is still very good (at the 20% level) and becomes very close once finite-volume corrections are applied ( Figure 12 ). PS is a bad fit at all redshifts, and especially at high redshifts, where the difference between PS and the simulation results is an order of magnitude. Note that the mass ranges are different at different redshifts. The blue data points results from the z = 50 start, the turquoise data points from the z = 150 start, and orange from the z = 250 start, which is the redshift satisfying our starting criteria. The two fits shown are the Warren fit (solid line) and the PS fit (dashed line). Three different mass bins are shown. It is interesting to note that the late start seems to follow the PS fit at high redshift.
when nonlinear scales approach close enough to the box size. Approaching too near to this point delays the ride-up of nonlinear power towards the low-k end -with a possible suppression of the mass function.
As a consequence of this delay, the evolution (incorrectly) appears more linear at large scales than it actually should, as compared to the P(k) obtained in a much bigger box. Therefore, verifying linear evolution of the lowest-k mode is by itself not sufficient to establish that the box volume chosen was sufficiently large. For all of our overlapping-volume simulations we have checked that the power spectra were consistent across boxes up to the lowest redshift from which results have been reported ( Table 1 lists the stopping redshifts).
Aside from testing for numerical convergence, it is important to show that finite volume effects are also under control, especially any suppression of the mass function with decreasing box size (due to lack of large-scale power on scales greater than the box size). Several heuristic analyses of this effect have appeared in the literature. Rather than rely solely on the unknown accuracy of these results, however, here we also numerically investigate possible systematic differences in the mass function with box size.
Over the redshifts and mass ranges probed in each of our simulation boxes we find no direct evidence for an error caused by finite volume (at more than the ∼ 20% level), as already emphasized previously in Heitmann et al. (2006a) . (Overlapping box size results over different mass ranges are shown in Figure 3 of Heitmann et al. 2006a.) Figure 10 shows the corresponding results in the present work. This is not to say that there are no finite-volume effects (the very high-mass tail in a given box must be biased low simply from sampling considerations) but that their relative amplitude is small. Below we discuss how to correct the mass function for finite box-size.
Let us first assume that mass function universality holds strictly. In other words, that for any initial condition, the number of halos can be described by a certain scaled mass function (1) in which σ(M) is the variance of the top-hat-smoothed linear density field. In the case of infinite simulation volume, σ(M) is determined by equation (3) and the mass function F(M) of equation (2) is:
In an ensemble of finite-volume boxes, however, one necessarily measures a different quantity:
Here, σ ′ (M ′ ) is determined by the (discrete) power spectrum of the simulation ensemble, although if universality holds as assumed, f in equation (46) and equation (47) is the same function.
Since we are, in general, interested in the mass function which corresponds to an infinite volume, we can then correct the data obtained from our simulations as follows: for each box size we can define a function M ′ (M) such that σ(M) ≡ σ ′ (M ′ (M)).
(48) Using equations (46), (47), and (48), we determine F(M) as
Thus, the corrected number of halos in each bin is calculated as
The universality must eventually break down for sufficiently small boxes or high accuracy because the nonlinear coupling of modes is more complicated than that described by the smoothed variance. This violation can be partly corrected by modifying the functional form of σ ′ (M ′ ). Therefore, we also explore other choices of σ ′ (M ′ ) which may better represent the mass function in the box. To address this question we provide a short summary of the Press-Schechter approach.
We first consider the idealized case of a random isotropic perturbation of pressureless matter and assume that the primordial overdensity at the center of this perturbation has a Gaussian probability distribution. The probability of local matter collapse at the center is then fully determined by the local variance of the primordial overdensity σ 2 . Consequently, for the isotropic case, the contribution of power of various Fourier components of the perturbation to the collapse probability is fully quantified by their contribution to σ 2 .
To see this, consider the evolution of matter density ρ loc at the center of the spherically symmetric density perturbation. For transparency of the argument, let us focus on the evolution during the matter-dominated era; the argument is straightforward to generalize to include a dark energy component ρ de (z), homogeneous on the length scales of interest, by a substitution ρ loc → ρ m, loc + ρ de in equations (51) 
where κ is a constant determined by the initial conditions, ρ 0 is arbitrary (e.g., ρ 0 = ρ b | z=0 ), and t is the proper time.
The degree of nonlinear collapse at the center can be quantified by a dimensionless parameter
First, consider early times, when the evolution is linear, and let ρ loc = ρ b (1 + δ). Then, for the growing perturbation modes during matter domination H loc =H(1 − δ/3). Given these initial conditions, which set the initial ρ loc and the constant κ in equation (51), the subsequent evolution of ρ loc , H loc , and, therefore, of q is determined unambiguously. During the linear evolution in the matter era q = 5δ/3 is small and grows proportionally to the cosmological scale factor a. For positive overdensity, nonlinear collapse begins when q becomes of order unity, reaching its maximal value q = 1 when H loc = 0, and decreasing rapidly afterwards. [We can observe the latter by rewriting equation (53) as
having applied equations (51) and (52).] Nonlinear collapse of matter at the center of the considered region can be said to occur either when q → 0 or when q reaches a critical "virialization" value q c . Now it is easy to argue that in the isotropic case the Press-Schechter approach gives the true probability of the collapse, P(q > q c , z) for a redshift z. Indeed, the evolution of q is set deterministically by the primordial density perturbation at the center; for adiabatic initial conditions specifically, it is set by the curvature perturbation ζ at the center. Since higher values of ζ lead to earlier collapse,
where the last equality uses the explicit form of P(ζ) as a Gaussian distribution with a variance σ 2 . If the considered isotropic distribution is confined by a (spherical) boundary and σ at the center is reduced by removal of large-scale power, then equation (55) should accurately describe the corresponding change of the collapse probability. In numerical simulations, due to the imposition of periodic boundary conditions, there is no power on scales larger than the box size. In this case, the variance σ should be specified by the analogue of equation (3) with the integral replaced by a sum over discrete modes.
For the mass function (46), a constant reduction of the variance σ 2 (M) due to the removal of large-scale power leads to a suppression of the mass function at the high mass end and, counter-intuitively, a boost at the low mass end. The latter is easily understood as follows. The σ-dependent terms of equation (46),
give the fraction of the total matter density that belongs to the halos of mass M. When the variance is decreased by the box boundaries, the boost of this fraction at low masses can be understood as a shift of halo formation to an earlier stage, where a larger fraction of matter was bound into low-mass objects. Following the above intuition, we employ the extended Press-Schechter formalism (Bond et al. 1991) to correct for the missing fluctuation variance on box scales. This formalism, while clearly inadequate at various levels in describing halo formation in realistic simulations (Bond et al. 1991 , Katz, Quinn, & Gelb 1993 , has nevertheless been very successful as a central engine in describing the statistics of cosmological structure formation. As shown by Mo & White (1996) using Nbody simulations, the biasing of halos in a spherical region FIG. 12. -Mass function data shown as a ratio with respect to the Warren fit, following the conventions of Figure 10 and using the extended Press-Schechter correction for finite volume (boxes). Results with the variance σ computed from the continuous (infinite-volume) fluctuation power spectrum P(k) (crosses) are also shown. Note that the volume-correction displays no anomalies across box-size boundaries. The box correction brings the results very close to having universal behavior at high redshifts.
with respect to the average mass overdensity in that region is very well-described by the extended Press-Schechter approach. Barkana & Loeb (2004) discussed the suppression of the halo mass function in terms of this bias, and suggested a prescription for adjusting large-volume mass function fits such as Warren or ST to small boxes. Here we do not follow this path, but directly work with the numerical data by correcting the number of halos in each bin as in equation (50).
In the extended Press-Schechter scenario of halo formation, σ ′ on the right hand side of equation (47) would be approximately connected with σ via σ ′2 = σ 2 − σ 2 R(box) (Bond et al. 1991) , where σ 2 R(box) is the variance of fluctuations in spheres that contain the simulation volume. Since extended Press-Schechter theory is derived for spherical regions while our simulation boxes are cubes, we define R(box) as the radius of a FIG. 13.-Mass function with variance σ computed from the continuous (infinite-volume) fluctuation power spectrum P(k) (crosses) and the P(k) using the discrete box modes (boxes). Conventions are those of Figure 10 . Using the discrete box modes for volume-correcting the mass function produces a clear systematic bias (the upslope) and a shift as the mass function crosses box boundaries.
sphere enclosing the same volume as in the simulations.
The action of this correction is shown in Figure 12 . Finitevolume corrections are subdominant to statistical error at z = 0 and z = 5. At higher redshifts, the corrections produce results that are consistent across box sizes, i.e., have no systematic shape changes or "jumps" across box boundaries. Moreover, the action of the corrections is to bring the simulation results closer to a universal behavior. We will discuss this aspect further below.
For completeness, we mention two other approaches aimed at box-adjusting the mass function. The first (Yoshida et al. 2003c , Bagla & Prasad 2006 ) simply replaces the original mass variance (equation (3)) with
the lower cut-off arising from imposing periodic boundary con-ditions (L is the box-size). [For enhanced fidelity with simulations, the integral in equation (57) goes over to a sum over the simulation box modes.] This approach basically assumes that σ defined via an infrared cutoff is the appropriate replacement for the infinite volume mass variance. Figure 13 shows the effect of this suggested correction: At z = 0 and z = 5 it is not noticeable, but at higher redshifts the correction is significant relative to the accuracy with which the binned mass function is determined, and furthermore, predicts systematic shape changes and offsets across boxes, in contrast to the results shown in Figure 12 . For example, at z = 10, the corrected data at the crossover point between the 4 and 8 h −1 Mpc boxes (∼ 10 8 h −1 M ⊙ ) would have an offset of 5%. We conclude that this approach is disfavored by our simulation results. An alternative strategy is to estimate the mass variance from each realization of P(k) in the individual simulation boxes and to treat every box individually, as done in Reed et al. (2007) . This has in fact two purposes, to compensate for the realization to realization variation in density fluctuations (which could be a problem for small boxes) and also to compensate for an overall suppression in the mass function as discussed above. The disadvantage is that each of many realizations now has a different σ(M) for a given value of M.
Mass Function Universality
Finally, we investigate the universality of the mass function found by Jenkins et al. (2001) and display the raw and volumecorrected scaled differential mass function f (σ, z) as a function of the mass variance σ −1 in Figures 14 and 15. Using f (σ, z) allows us to combine results from the entire simulation set in one single curve, independent of redshift if universality holds.
In the raw data of Figure 14 , the agreement with the various fits is quite tight (except for PS) until ln σ −1 > 0.3. Beyond this point, the multiple redshift simulations results do not lie on top of each other; in the absence of any possible systematic deviation, this denotes a failure of the universality of the (FOF, b = 0.2) mass function at small σ. Note also that beyond this point the ST and Jenkins fits have a steeply rising asymptotic behavior (relative to Warren). The Reed (2003) fit, meant to be valid over the range −1.7 ≤ ln σ −1 ≤ 0.9 is in better agreement with our results, to the extent that a single fit can be overlaid on the data.
The volume-corrected results are shown in Figure 15 , the key difference being that beyond ln σ −1 > 0.3, the multiple redshift simulation results now lie on top of each other and are very close to universal behavior.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have investigated the halo mass function from N-body simulations over a large mass and redshift range. A suite of 60 overlapping-volume simulations with box sizes ranging from 4 h −1 Mpc to 256 h −1 Mpc allowed us to cover the halo mass range from 10 7 to 10 13.5 h −1 M ⊙ and an effective redshift range from z = 0 to z = 20.
In order to reconcile conflicting results for the mass function at high redshifts as well as to investigate the reality of the breakdown of the universality of the mass function, we have studied various sources of error in N-body computations of the mass function. A set of error control criteria need to be satisfied in order to obtain the accurate mass functions. These simple criteria include an estimate for the necessary starting redshift, for the required mass and force resolution to resolve the halos of interest at a certain mass and redshift, and the number of time steps.
The criteria for the initial redshift appear to be particularly restrictive. For small boxes, commonly used in the study of the formation of the first objects in the Universe, significantly higher initial redshifts are required than is the normal practice. A violation of this criterion leads to a strong suppression of the mass function, most severe at high redshifts. Recent results by other groups may be contaminated due to a violation of this requirement; a careful re-analysis of small box simulations is apparently indicated.
The force resolution criterion is especially useful for grid codes, PM as well as adaptive-mesh. The mass function can be obtained reliably from PM codes down to small and up to high mass halos provided the halos are adequately resolved. The resolution criterion is also very useful in setting refinement levels for Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) codes. As shown recently (O'Shea et al. 2005 , Heitmann et al. 2005 ) the mass function from AMR codes is suppressed at the low mass end if the base refinement level is too coarse. A more detailed analysis on how to incorporate our results to improve the efficiency of AMR codes is underway.
The results for the required number of time steps to resolve the mass functions is somewhat surprising. The halo mass function appears to be very robust with respect to the number of time steps chosen to follow the evolution, even though the inner structure of the halos will certainly not be correct. Even a small number of time steps is sufficient to obtain a close-tocorrect mass function at z = 0. This considerably simplifies the study of the mass function and its evolution.
Since finite-volume effects can also lead to a suppression of the mass function, we have tried to minimize the importance of these effects by avoiding too-small box-sizes, by using overlapping boxes, and by restricting the mass range investigated in a given box-size. Additionally, we have found that a box- FIG. 15 .-Volume-corrected scaled differential mass function following Figure 14 . Note the much better agreement with universal behavior. size correction motivated by the extended Press-Schechter formalism for the mass variance appears to give consistent results when applied to our multiple-box simulation ensembles.
We now briefly comment on results found previously by other groups. Jang-Candell & Hernquist (2001) find good agreement with the PS fit at z = 10 for a mass range 4 · 10 5 − 4 · 10 8 h −1 M ⊙ . The crossover of PS with the more accurate fits at z = 10 takes place in exactly this region (cf. Figures 1 and 10) . Therefore, all fits are very close and the mass function from a single 1Mpc box at a single redshift as shown in Jang-Candell & Hernquist (2001) cannot distinguish between them.
As mentioned earlier in Section 2.5, good agreement with the PS result has been reported at high redshifts (some results being even lower than PS) by several other groups (Yoshida et al. 2003a , Yoshida et al. 2003b , Yoshida et al. 2003c , Cen et al. 2004 , Trac & Cen 2006 . The simulations of Cen et al. (2004) and Trac & Cen (2006) were started at z in ∼ 50, substantially below the starting redshift that would be suggested by our work. The initial particle density of the Trac & Cen (2006) simulation (that of Cen et al. 2004 is even higher) is essentially the same as that of the 8 h −1 Mpc box with 256 3 particles of Figure 11 . Therefore, the depressed mass function results of these simulations are very consistent with a too-low initial redshift. The initial particle density of the Iliev et al. (2005) simulations is very close to that of our 16 h −1 Mpc box, in which case also a high redshift start is indicated (we used z in = 200). Finally, the initial redshift of the Yoshida et al. papers, z in = 100, for boxes of size ∼ 1 h −1 Mpc, also appears to be significantly on the low side.
We have compared our simulation results for the mass function with various fitting functions commonly used in the literature. The recently introduced (z = 0) fit of Warren et al. (2006) leads to good agreement (at the 20% level volume-uncorrected, and at the 5% level with volume correction) at all masses and all redshifts we considered. Other modern fits such as Reed (2003) and Reed (2007) also lie within this range. These fits do not suffer from the overprediction of large halos at high redshifts observed for the ST fit. The PS fit performs poorly over almost all the considered mass and redshift ranges, at certain points falling below the simulations by as much as an order of magnitude.
The universality of the (FOF, b = 0.2) mass function holds only approximately for z < 5, where our data are in good agreement with Reed et al. (2007) (at z = 5). At higher redshifts, however, we find that volume corrections considerably reduce this discrepancy, to the extent that little statistically significant evidence for breakdown of universality remains in our mass function data. A full theoretical understanding of this very interesting result remains to be elucidated.
We have made no attempt to provide a fitting function for our data due to several reasons. First, the current simulation state-of-the-art has not reached the point that one can be confident of percent level agreement between results from different simulations even in regimes that are not statistics-dominated. Second, simulations have not sufficiently explored the extent to which universal forms for the mass function are indeed applicable as cosmological parameters are systematically varied. Third, absent even a compelling phenomenological motivation for the choice of fitting functions, there is an inherent arbitrariness in the entire procedure. Finally, it is not clear how to connect the FOF mass function to observations. In general, tying together mass-observable relations requires close coupling of simulations and observational strategies. In studies of cosmological parameter estimation, we support working directly with simulations rather than with derived quantities adding another layer of possible systematic error. Because observations already significantly constrain the parametric range, and are a smooth function of the parameters, this approach is quite viable in practice (Heitmann et al. 2006b , Habib et al. 2007 ).
